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Difficulties Include Work Volume, Prejudice 
by PEGGY GRIFFIN 
"Police and Community Relations" 
was the topic of the January 16th 
FAST Talk. Speakers of the day were 
Lt. Col. Elmer Ries, Assistant Chief of 
the Cincinnati Police Department; Mr. 
Nathanial Sherman, Director of Com-
nunity Relations for Hamilton County; 
Col. Fricker of the Hamilton County 
Sheriffs Office; Lt. Hovarth of the 
Ohio State Highway Patrol; and Chief 
Engleman, Planning Officer for Dis-
trict 13 Crime Control Council. Dr. 
Bieliauskas, Chairman of the XU De-
partment of Psychology was also on 
hand to address the audience. 
Each member of the panel supplied 
information about his particular de-
partment and what is being done to en-
hance relations between police and 
the community at large. 
Panel members then addressed 
themselves to some major problems 
which police are facing in trying to 
serve the community. 
Col. Fricker stated, "One of the 
real difficulties in policeing today is 
that we have ~otten so far away from 
the people we serve. Foot patrolmen 
are more of an exception than a rule. 
The work load is terrific compared 
to the work loa<l of thirty years ago. 
Our men are scattered so thinly that 
they are really hard pressed, to get 
from one complamt to another." 
Besides the fact that the same num-
ber of men are expected to police 
larger areas with a greater population, 
the constant papenmrk is a burden. 
officers seem to resist paper work; 
they don't like it but it is a necessary 
part of the job to the extent that cer-
tain things have to be documented and 
made::_ a matter of record." The panel 
members stated that there would be no 
real solution to the problem, however, 
"with computeriza,ion there is a 
chance that in the future the officer will 
no longer be the slave of certain re-
ports." 
training is needed. We can try to re-
arrange his prejudices so that we can 
give people a better shake. Or, if nec-
essary, we, can fire him." 
One student questioned the panel Another student · questioned the 
about racial discrimination by the po- panel about placing black policemen in 
lice. "Any police captain or command- black areas and white policemen in 
er would be out of his mind to leave a white areas. The panel membe;s felt 
man in a given neighborhood or com- that to carry such a program to ex-
munity who was evidencing his pre- tremes would be a hindrance. "If we 
judices and enforcing the law in a way today expect to live in a total commun-
that was unfair," a panel member felt. ity and live in a community of total 
"We must do something about this. integration, we must regard our men 
We can call the man in and straighten as· policemen first rather than putting 
him out-find out where the burr is them in isolation in any one particular 
under his saddle. We can consult with area as whites and blacks. We have 
his training officer to find out if re- only men in blue." 
Speak to B,egin With 
Black Culture Week 
1he Speakers' Committee has just 
released the entire SPEAK program 
for the second semester. This pro-
gram for the second semester. This 
program is designed to present four 
speakers per week, Monday through 
Thursday, lecturing on a variety of 
important topics. This year the Com-
mittee, "bnder the chairmanship of 
Greg Adamski, has presented an en-
tirely new approach to campus speak-
ers. The Vietnam Moratorium Day, 
and this Speaker-a-Day Program, are 
evidence of this new approach. 
wtin& the o..,n off ia rebru-
ary will be a full week devoted to Black 
Culture and its role in America. This 
program, sponsored by SPEAK was 
established by the Afro-American As-
sociation, in conjunction with Student 
Council. Each week thereafter will 
present a major ·development or area 
of intellectual exploration, concentrat-
ing on war, pacificism, U.S. economics, 
foreign policy, business, science, the 
arts, international affairs, philosophy, 
and, in broad terms, man's commit-
ment to his fellow man. 
Climaxing the agenda will be an 
ecology week, coinciding with the na-
tional END (Environment Near Death) 
day, April 22. This day~ nation-wide 
environmental teach-in, will bring the 
same scope and magnitude to man's 
relationship to himself and his sur-
roundings as Awareness Day, October 
15th, did to the issue of Vietnam 
Speakers from local, state, and national 
levels, from business, industry, and 
science will be brought in to discuss 
this vital issue and its determinent 
role in the future of mankind. 
_Roaring 20's Return to. X 
Each week the News will give 
this program full coverage, in the form 
of a re-<:ap of the previous week's 
events and an outline of what is coming 
next. Since most students have morn-
ing classes, the bulk of the lectures 
will be presented in the afternoon 
about two o'clock. The actual location 
of the lectures, according to Chairman 
Adamski, has not yet been finalized, 
but will be in the University Center. 
The Roaring 20's will be re-cre-
ated at Xavier on February 13 and 14 
as the University cdebrated Mardi 
Gras. This year's festivities include 
a concert, a dance, mustache and beard 
growing contests, and the usual cos-
tume content. 
Your Father's Mustache tees off 
the weekend with a Friday night con-
cert. The five-pie~ group is known 
not only for its numerous television 
appearances, but also for its original 
sound created by a combination of 
four and five-string banjos and tubas. 
The band's repertoire ranges from 
standards such as "Bye, Bye Black-
bird" to well-known Beatie songs. 
To provide the 1920's atmosphere, 
the decorators have planned the in-
clusion of tables decorated with red 
checkered tablecloths, straw hats, 
peanut sales, and a showing of silent 
movies at intermission. 
Saturday night will be high-lighted 
by a dance spectacle featuring the 
"Haymarket Riot" and Xavier's own 
"The Banned." 
The traditional beard-growing con-
test has been supplemented this year 
by a mustache-growing contest. Beards 
and mustaches are to be judged on 
originality, style, and length. 
The annual costume contest, whi.ch 
takes place Friday night, is different 
in that, unlike in other years, one of 
the criteria for judgment is "appro-
priateness to the Roaring 20's theme." 
The costume contest does not require 
registration, as do the mustache and 
beard competitions. Judging the three 
events will be members of the faculty 
and their wives. 
Tickets for all Mardi Gras festivi-
ties go on sale Wednesday, February 
4, across from the Grill. Prices are 
$5.00 a couple for Friday night's con-
cert, and $4.00 a couple for the Satur-
day night dance. Couples wishing to 
attend both events will save $2.00 by 
purchasing the "combination" ticket 
at$9.00 for two. 
On February 13 Mardi Gr11s will Feature Your Father's Mustache 
Panelists 
Disagree 
Users of marijuana often fall into 
the use of harder drugs. This was the 
conclusion of a panel of experts in 
drug-research, law enforcement and 
legislation at the College Issue Con-
ference, "Drugs on Campus." 
The conference was, in general, 
an indication of how much many men 
in positions of responsibility do not 
know about the drug issue, Xavier's 
representatives Tom Sheedy, Mike 
Ford, Tom Collins, and Fred Petz feel. 
The drugs panel included Judge 
James A. Pearson, the Honorable Paul 
E. Gillmor, and Representative George 
E. Mastics. Drug-research experts 
Dr. Albert B. Truitt, Jr. and Dr. C. 
Eric Johnston also spoke. 
Currently pending before Ohio's 
House of Representatives is a bill per-
taining to drug use and abuse, many 
of the clauses of which may have been 
taken from a bill written by The 
Issues Committee of The Xavier-Edge-
cliff Young Dems. Mike Ford is Chair-
man of the committee and is versed 
in the subject. 
The Xavier contingent questioned 
the panel on the topic of drug research 
in Ohio. There is no foundation for this 
work in the state. 
Also the Xavier representatives 
asked about the possibility of proba-
tion without conviction for the first 
offense in the use of marijuana. 
Rev. Patrkk H. Ratterman, S.J. Vice President-Student Affairs 
Ratterman Resigns , 
Effective in June 
by DAN COSTELLO 
The Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, 
., Vi nt of Student Affairs 
at Xavier University since 1966, has 
announced his resignation for reasons 
of health, effective June 30, 1970. 
eral, and in particular the future of 
Catholic higher education W\1-hin the 
area of my experience -and compe-
tence." 
Born in Cincinnati in 1916, Father 
Ratterman attended St. Mary's Grade 
School in Hyde Park and graduated 
from Purcell High School. He attended 
the University of Michigan for two 
Father Ratterman was appointed 
Vice President for Student Affairs in 
April, 1966, after serving as Dean of 
Men for fourteen years. Presently, he 
is serving on the Board of Directors 
of Georgetown University, Washing-
ton, D.C. and Canisius College, Buf-
falo, N.Y. 
· years before entering the Society of 
Jesus at the Milford Novitiate in 1937. 
He was ordained to the priesthood in 
1950 at the Jesuit House of Studies, 
West Baden, Indiana. 
Father Ratterman, who suffered a 
severe heart attack just over a year 
and" a half ago, submitted his resigna-
tion to the Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, 
S.J., President of Xavier, in a memo 
dated January 20. In it he said, "I liave 
arrived at this decision through a most 
conscientious effort to seek God's will. 
I have consulted at great length with 
the Jesuits who have served as my spir-
itual advisors since my heart attack. 
I have consulted further with the two 
doctors who have been responsible for 
my health through and since my illness. 
Finally, I have gone over the decision 
with my religious superior. All feel 
that my decision is the only or.e at 
which, with God's help, I could reason-
ably have arrived." 
In response to the resignation, Fr. 
O'Connor issued a special statement, 
in which he said, "The Board of Trus-
tees has regretfully accepted the resig-
nation. The word regretfully is not 
merely a pro jorrna statement. Father 
Ratterman during the pa~t 18 years of 
consecrated and loyal effort in the field 
of student personnel literally has 
workc:.d himself close to death. 
"No one knows better than 1 the 
depth of his loyalty and the extent of 
his service, and also the esteem in 
which he is held by all the Jesuit presi-
dents of educational institutions 
throughout the United States. 
"Through his work on student per-
sonnel associations throughout . the 
country, he has brought national recog-
nition to Xavier University." 
About his future plans, Fr. Ratter-
man said, "As _I have informed Father 
O'Connor, I have as yet no determined 
plans for the future. I shall be seeking 
a position, obviously within the limits 
of my physical resources, which will 
provide an opportunity better 1to serve 
the future of higher education in gen-
He earned his Litt. B. degree from 
Xavier in 1941 and his Licentiate of 
Theology from Loyola University in 
~951, prior to coming to Xavier m 
1952 as Dean of Men. 
At Xavier, Father Ratterman has 
been director of the widely-known 
Forum Lecture Series and has served 
as faculty advisor to the Musketeer 
Club and as chaplain and associate 
director of Operation Youth, Xavier's 
award-winning citizenship training 
program for high school b"~S-
A past chairman of the Conference 
of Jesuit Student Personnel Adminis-
trators, Father Ratterman presently 
is a membei:, of the Association of 
American Colleges, Commission on 
Students and Faculty; the Joint Com-
mission on Rights and Freedoms of 
Students, ·as the representative of the 
AA.C., and the National Association 
of Student Personnel Administrators. 
About leaving Xavier, Father Rat-
t;:rman said, "It will not be easy for 
me to leave Xavier University. 
Through the past eighteen years I have 
formed many close, personal friend-
ships, particularly with the many 
people - students, faculty, and fellow 
(Continued on page 7) 
An Invitation 
The Department of Military Sci-
ence extends a cordial invitation to you 
to attend the annual "Schutzenfest." 
This year's "Fest" will be held in the 
Armory Rifle Range on Fr;day evening, 
13 February 1970. Get your calendar 
out and circle that date: 13 February 
1970. Activities will get under way 
promptly at 7:00 P.M. The attire will 
be informal and prizes will be awarded 
to the outstanding rif!e competitors. 
1 n addition to the firing, refreshments 
will be available. 
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Editorials 
Environmental Teach-In 
Plans arc now well underway for a nation-wide Teach-In 
this spring, April 22, on the grave crisis facing the quality of 
the environment and the quality of life in America. 
The aim of this National Teach-In is to encourage students 
across the country to take the initiative in organizing April 22, 
environmental teach-ins on their campuses and associated 
efforts in their communities: 
Successful teach-ins on all campuses on the same day could 
have a dramat1c impact on the environmental conscience of the 
nation. They could be immensely effective as an educational 
effort in arousing public opinion concerning necessary steps to 
protect our environment and establish quality on a par with 
quantity as a goal of American life. 
There is no question that in the long run, the environmental 
challenge is a crucial one. Distinguished scientific authorities 
have been warning for years that mankind is rapidly destroying 
the very habitat on which he depends for his survival. In addi-
tion, population c\Jntinues to increase around the world while 
scientists warn that we may have already passes sustainable 
population levels. All across the country-lJ,nd worldwide-in-
creasing numbers of citizens are voicing the same intense con-
cern as has been so eloquently expressed by the ecologists and 
other environmentalists. 
Many people are still not aware of the environmental prob-
lems being created by our advancing technology. Federally-
financed projects-such as the supersonic transport plane-raise 
grave questions about possible new environmental dangers. 
Many respected scientists and national leaders have indicated 
that although some positive steps have been taken, toxic per-
sistent pesticides are still accumulating in the world environ-
ment, wreaking destruction on fish and wildlife-and threatening 
man himself. Is the price we pay for t~ese products in terms of 
their effect upon our environment worth the benefits we obtain 
from them? 
Who will bear the brunt of this tragic irresponsibility? The 
new. generation now in school, the generation which will soon 
inherit the world environment. The time has come for all-citi-
zens to begin thinldng about the basic questions raised by 
tech o1ogical ad a · and environmenta degradation. 
It is hoped that Xavier University will sponsor an environ-
mental teach-in in conjunction with the National Environmental 
teach-in on April 22. It is necessary that the Xavier community 
become aware of the grave problem confronting our generation. 
It is vital that Americans take positive action in attempt to 
resolve the problems of air and water pollution, or we will not 
live to see the year 2000. 
Christmas 
by GARY REED 
Student Council members are pre-
paring their Christmas 'want lists' early 
this year - and the most wanted item is 
a new Student Center Building equipped 
with date lounges, a bowling alley, and 
an over-twenty-one bar. There is some 
question I\S to whether or not the new 
center should also include a clothes 
shop and a dry cleaners. 
Council members would also like 
to sec McGrath Health Center expand 
to include rooms for ailing coeds and 
extend its service later in the evening. 
And a bigger and better Book Store 
would be dan9y. More vending ma-
chines, a Commuter Center, more 
Postal Service, training for the proc-
teN. better Ii brary service, better 
campus police and psychological ser-
vice in the dorms would also be nice. 
Council man Mark Thiron mention-
ed that some gently rolling hills might 
add to the beauty of Xavier's campus. 
These suggestions were part of 
Council's J anuary 21 barnstorming 
session, prompted by a Tim Burke-
Tom Sheedy proposal for a new student 
center. 
The history of their proposal began 
the previous Friday at a meeting with 
Dr. Kroncnbergcr, Mrs. McGrath and 
other heads of services. At this meet-
ing, a variety of plans worthy of fur-
ther study had been presented, th<;_ 
Burke-Sheedy pair related. But most 
of these plans were uulikcly to meet 
approval due to lack of space. 
And then, S!tccdy told Council, 
"Tim and I came up with quite a pro-
posal.tt 
Council concuu-ed. The pU>posal 
'Want List' 
passed unarumously. Worded in the 
form of a "strong recommendation," 
it was passed on to Fr. Ratterman for 
consideration by the Planning and De-
velopment Committee. Its fate there 
is uncertain, but Burke told Council 
that the likely result would be the con-
struction of an Administration Build-
ing, a project which currently is rated 
a high priority by that committee. 
At least then, commented one coun-
cil wag, "we could take over the Ad-
ministration Building and demand 
anything we want." 
At this point, Council President 
Burke asked for a list of every possible 
student request for additional ser-
vices. He told members to disregard 
priorities in making their suggestions. 
Thus the Thiron suggestion of cam-
pus beautification and Chris Markey's 
complaints about the Book Store. 
Most responses centered about the 
library and the parking facilities, how-
ever. Council members praised 
Xavier's library as a whole, but re-
quested longer hours and faster pro-
cessing of the books now locked up in 
various storerooms. In contrast to 
Xavier's Five Year Plan, one member 
complained that the library had "a 
hundred year plan." 
The Student Reps also questioned 
the campus police efficiency, com-
plaining of many thefts and reported 
thefts from the North Parking Lot. 
The blacktopped portion of the lot was 
an experiment, another member was 
told when he asked about the poor con-
dition of the remainder of the lot's 
surface. 
"If it doesn't sink in the mud and 
nobody steals it, they're going to black-
top- the rest ." 
Dick and Pat Look and See 
(COlll'tesy of Capital U.) 
by Artbar Hoppe 
"Look, Dick," said Pat. "Look and sec. See Spiro run. 
Spiro runs here. Spiro runs there. Spiro runs in circles. 
Spiro has lots of fun." 
"Yes, Pat," said Dick. "Listen to him speak. Speak, 
Spiro, speak." 
"Effetecorpsofimpudentsnobs," (cq) said Spiro. 
"Oh, Dick," said Pat. "What does Spiro mean?" 
"No, Pat, no," said Dick. "The demonstrator is bad 
news . . . " (cq) 
•·Look, Dick," said Pat. "Look and sec. Sec the angry 
-;>c;lplc. They are angry because Spiro bites so much." 
"Let me be candid, Pat," said Dick. "Let me be per-
fectly candid. I did not know Spiro would bite. Spiro bites 
for himself." 
"Yes, Dick," said Pat. "But the people are angry at 
you. They say Spiro is biting for you. They say Spiro is a 
Pole. They say Spiro is a polerizer." 
"Here, Spiro, here," said Dick. "Look, Pat. Look and 
see. See Spiro wag his tail. Spiro is friendly. Spiro is very 
friendly . SP«jak, Spiro, speak." 
"I do not know, Pat," said Dick. "But let me make one 
think clear. Let me · make one thing perfectly clear. Spiro 
speaks for himself." 
"Ilovetelevisionmen," said Spiro. "llovenewspaper-
"Oh, Dick, said Pat. "I am afraid Spiro will bite me. men. Ilovetheyouthofamerica." (cq) 
Will Spiro bite me, Dick?" "Oh, Dick," said Pat. "What does Spiro say?" 
"No, Pat, no," said Dick. "Spiro will not bite us. We 
are good people. Spiro bites bad people. Spiro will not bite 
us. That is my conclusion." 
"Spiro says he is sorry, Pat," said Dick. "Spiro says 
he will never bite anyone again." 
• • • "Oh, Dick, that is a good conclusion," .said Pat. "Who 
will Spiro bite?" . 
• • • 
"Look, Pat," said Dick. "Look and see. See the tele-
vision man. The television man tells bad news. Spiro does 
not like bad news. See Spiro bite the bad television man." 
"I am glad, Dick," said Pat. "I am bery glad. But will 
Spiro keep his promise?" 
"Look, Pat," said Dick. "Look and see. See this 
muzzle? I will put this muzzle on Spiro. See this leash? I 
will put this leash on Spiro. He will never bite anyone 
again." 
"Look, Dick," said Pat. "Look and see. See Spiro 
bite the newspaper man, too." 
"But look, Dick," said Pat. " Look and see. Sec the 
television men. See the newspaper men. See the demon-
strators. They are afraid. They are afraid that if they tell 
bad news, Spiro will get loose. They are afraid Spiro will 
bite them again. What shall I tell them?" 
"Yes, Pat," said Dick. "The newspaperman tells bad 
news. Sec Spiro bite the bad newspaper man." 
"Look, Dick," said Pat. "Look and sec. See Spiro bite 
the demonstrator. Does the demonstrator tell bad news, 
too?" 




Dear Mr. Barko: 
States Senate as an amendment to the 
pending Tax Reform Bill. Under this 
amendment, tax payers would be able 
to subtract from their Federal income 
tax payments at least part of the money 
spent on college tuition and fees. 
hippie-type who cavorts in the nude. 
This hippie-type was arrested not for 
indecent exposure but for conspiracy 
in eight senseless murders. Yet • one 
is lead to believe that this freak is 
merely pursuing his peculiar life-style. 
In addition, large numbers of scho- • I would, in closing, suggest that the 
larship funds can be created since any writer consider facts before he caters 
person paying tuition for a student can to his "righteous indignation" again. 
obtain a tax credit. I would further suggest that the writer 
It seems that Dan Kane in his recent The Tax Reform Bill with its tui- concentrate on the technique of co-
herence rather than stream-of-con-column (January 14, 1970) unwittingly tion tax credit amendment has now 
indicted himself of the same lack of been committed to a joint House-Senate sciousness. 
opcnnctS he was condemning in others. Conference Committee where this 
Mr. Kane attacked'" i t vier Grad- amendment will face its last major 
uate 1970" for his intolerance of radi- congressional hurdle. The purpose of T 
cal causes and tendency to judge some this letter is to seek your endorse- 00 
students on campus on the basis of their ment of this proposal. Urge your fellow 
clothing. In so far as this mythical students and their parents to contact 
individual hls attacked or rejected pro- President Nixon, their congressmen 
Gcnud Wqner 
Class of 1973 
Many 
Games 
grams without evaluating them rafion- and senators for the purpose of seek- Dear Sir: 
ally or judged individuals without ing their ~upport. I have just recently read that Mr. 
attempting to encounter them person- Irv Etier has resigned as varsity foot-
Sincerely yours, 
ally, Mr. Kane's charges are valid. ball coach at X.U., saving himself 
Unfortunately, many Xavier students from the ignominy of being fired . I just 
. d d d . h 0 . C. Carrnichael, Jr. 
remain closed mm e esp1te t e wonder what kind of shape the football 
"mind expanding" experience that team was in when Mr. Biles left. 
liberal education should impart. 0 ld News I assume by using Mr. Etier as the 
But throughout the entire article I scapegoat those who are actually re-
detect the sly implication that Mr. Kane sponsible will feel they have excul-
himself is pre-judging "Mister Xavier But Read pated themselves from blame. I assure 
Graduate 1970" as a middle class you they have not. 
moron who constantly lives by a double Dear Sirs: In the last ten years Xavier has had 
standard. In fact, he judges this indi-
. Concerning the article of January a miserable basketball team e.g. a 
vidual as harshly as this individual season of thirteen wins at home and 
· d h "hi · " 1 t 14 entitled "A Head for Street Fight-
JU ges t e ppie e emen on cam- twelve lo~es away on a schedule that 
H ls ms to forget that peo- ing," I. agree with the writer's con-pus. e a O sec is certainly not demanding. Football I h ti d. be f demnation of blatant hypocrisy in the 
P e can ones y tSagree cause o un1'vers1·ty and in society. I agree with has had its "ups and downs," also. 
logical reasons as well as narrow 
prejudice. I think that to some extent the writen distaste for dwelling on The blame of Xavier's disappoint-
Mrs. Abernathy was "lousy", not be- superficialities rather than substance. ing accomplishments in sports belongs 
cause she was black or insincere, but I further agree with the writer's con- to those who hold the true reins of ad-
rather because she failed to support cern for an individual's right to pur- rninistrative power. If the adrninistra-
her total non-violence with ve many sue a life-style regardless of outside tion holds sports in low esteem, the 
logical arguments. Howeve have pressures. However, it seems that the results will be as they are now and have 
been impressed with the ogical rea- writer, himself, has joined the ranks been. 
soning employed by y students on of those who won't 'accept opinions Mr. Etier deserves better. lnciden-
campus when they. ave explained their other than their own. tally, I think this year's losses to Han-
non-violent stance. Why so? Because no "Aecom- over, Thomas More and Old Dominion 
I certainly agree with Mr. Kane plished, Educated, Christian, Gentle- should be the all time lows in X.U. 
when he says our nation is in trouble men" could possibly assume that "the sports history. 
when "everyone is typed by their looks freak arrested in the Tate murder triar Sincerely, 
and not what they have in their head." is derided merely because he is a - EugeneC. Orlando 
But unless toleration is extended to the■- i B 
"straight and narrow type" as well as . --
1he students with "~re~ked out clot~es 
1 
' TL.... ~•rLe" ~--·s 
and bell bottoms" It IS not tolerahon I, IIE' aw • Ii, HI, 
at all. ' I ··• 
S~~rely, . EDITOR-lli-CHIEF . . . ........... . ....... . .. . . .. . . .... William F . Barko 
Plulip Mullm MANAGING EDITOR . ........ .. .. ....... .... .......... Denis F . Walsh 
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ..... __ ...... Greg Boehm, Gary Reed, Joe Cormier 
We Need SPORTS EDITOR ....................................... Jack Murray IA YOUT EDITOR . ............... . ......... , ............. Dan Costello 
CIR CU IA TION MANAGER ................. , ......... Paul McLaughlin Supt no rt COLUMNISTS ............................. . ... Mark Meany, Dan K_ane r PHOTOGRAPHERS .. . ........ . . -Mike Hipskind, John Payne, John Miller 
Dear Editor: 
A tuition tax credit proposal to 
ease the college tuition burden for 
parents, students and others - has 
been approved 53-32 by the United 
REPORTERS ..... Patrick Decker, Peggy Griffin, Bob Hyle, Steve Goodman, 
John Price, Joe Oyno, Chuck Quinn, Denny King 
CARTOONISTS ....... . .......... . . . .. Linda Berkemier, J. D. McGettigan 
MODERATOR : . . ........ . ... . .... . .. . . . ... . ..... . .. . .. . ... John Getz 
BUSINESS MANAGER . .... . .. . ............ . ..... . . . .... ... . Jack Jeffre 
EDITORIAL EDITOR - .. .... .. .. : . ....... . . . .. ........ . Mark D . Hinchy 
. . . 
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Former Xavier President 
Elected Loyola Chancellor 
(FAX) 
The Very Rev. James F. Maguire, 
S.J., President of Loyola University of 
Chicago and former President of Xa-
vier University, has announced his 
election by Loyola's Board of Trustees 
to the newly-established office of Uni-
versity Chancellor at Loyola. 
The action by Loyola's Trustees 
followed Father Maguire's proposal 
that the continuously enlarging respon-
sibilities of the President of the lar-
gest Catholic university in the nation 
be divided between the President and 
a Chancellor. 
In addition to his duties as Chan-
cellor, Father Magaire will continue 
as Loyola's President until his suc-
cessor as President is named by the 
Trustees. He also will continue to serve 
as Chairman o he Board of Trustees 
at Loyola. 
Father Maguire, Loyola's 20th 
President, has served in that position 
since July 31, I 955, the longest tenure 
of any Loyola University President. 
During the more than 14 years of his 
P-Tesidency, Loyola's physical plant 
facilities have increased from 750,000 
square feet to over three million square 
feet of classrooms, libraries, dormi-
tories, clinics, hospital and student 
and faculty service facilities. This 
physical growth culminated in the re-
cently-completed $70 million Centen-
nial Building Program, which started 
in 1962. 
Prior to assuming the Presidency 
at Loyola, Father Maguire served as 
Xavier's 28th President from August, 
1949, through July, 1955, a term of six 
years. From 1943 to 1949, he was rec-
tor of the Jesuit Seminary at West 
Baden SprinJ, Indiana, after filling 
the office of President of Cincinnati St. 
Xavier High School from 1940 to 1943. 
Born March 8, 1904, in Chicago, 
Father Maguire completed his early 
education there, graduating from St. 
Ignatius High School. He entered the 
Jesuit novitiate at Florissant, Mo., in 
1922 and was ordained to the priest-
hood in 1935 at St. Mary"s, Kansas. 
He holds Bachelor of Arts and Mas-
ter of Arts degrees from St. Louis 
University and a Licentiate in Sacred 
Theology from St. Mary's College, 
Kansas. He also studied economics at 
Catholic University; Washington, D.C. 
In Cincinnati, Father Maguire ser-
ved on the advisory committee of the 
Community Chest, as a member of the 
Mayor's Friendly Relations Committee 
and as a committee member of the 
Better Housing League. He also was 
general director of the National Jesuit 
Fund for European Jesuit relief. 
Father Maguire's successor at Xa-
vier, the Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, 
S.J. , is now in his 15th year as the 
University's , President. This repre-
sents the longest tenure pere for any 
president since Xavier was founded 
back in I 831. 
"(oca.(ola" and "Cok1" are regist1r1d trade-marks which idtntify only the product of Th• Coca-Cola Company 
IN CONTRAST 
Punchdrunk . .. Or Getting at Reality 
A letter within an essay entitled 
Punchdrunk or the absurdity of pugilis-
tics except with reference to the in-
tensity of the spirit. . . 
The first thing one must kl1ow is 
that he loves you all purely, passion-
ately, purely and to an inordinate de-
gree otherwise his statements are 
incessantly valueless, the babblings 
of philosopher, the brilliance of a 
pedant, wholly effeminate and lacking 
punch. He loves you all. Baudelaire 
once wrote that one should be incess-
antly drunk. Pure poetry one mught 
think and the matriarch of street 
fights, but '!et us examine such state-
ments with reference to the artist. 
This is all very important. One cannot 
return to art from drunkeness if he 
has never left it, nor can one return 
to the street from drunkeness if he is 
still there. It is important to know that 
i never saw him hit and drunk only 
once, but then his wench was keeping 
everyone too busy to notice. At any 
rate he looked pretty good all "mussed 
up." Certainer then magic he loves 
you all because he beats and drives you 
like wine-pitted sheep to his way of 
life. But the irony of universal drama 
makes the other, the one you wiH not 
talk to, closer to you than he will ever 
be. The irony is that he hates you and 
does not wish to talk with you or play 
at cards and the music is there to 
blanket whatever you have to say. But 
by some quirk of art, or perhaps geo-
graphy, Baudelaire is our Whitman, 
our poet, holding the hands of nature 
and of men, uniting us by that inex-
plicable bond of drunkeness. Some 
merely on booze, others on many 
things the drug, the dawn, ourselves, 
a woman. We all pursue, we do not 
escape. The problem for some of us 
is that our art stops at drunkeness 
while for others it only begins there. 
The struggle is not in our heads nor 
.--------------------------------,· is it in the streets or over the washtub. 
'Speak-A-Day' Program 
There is a great deal more of struggle 
in a game of monopoly. The essence 
of struggle could neither be so very 
philistine, nor so loftily aristocratic. 
The struggle is to "get at'" reality, 
the whirlpool of soul, the Herzog of 
accommodation. The league of anti-
suicide. The groundling of vision. 
FEBRUARY 
9 
JO BLACK CULTURE WEEK 
II 
12 
16 Rabbi Roy Tannenbaum 
Theology and Philosophy 
Hebrew Union College 
17 Dr. Earl Kronenbe_rger 
Psychology 
Xavier University 
18 Roger Stephans 
Poet-Lecturer 
19 Major Virgil Duerson 
Military Science 
Xavier University 
23 Mr. John Hart 
Physics 
Xavier University 
24 Dr. Lawrence Donnelly 
Economics-Finance 
Xavier University 
25 Mr. John Rothwell 
Economics-Finance 
vie!: niver i y 
26 Dr. Hamilton Niss 
Senior Microbiologist 
- Eli Lilly Pharmaceutical Co. 
. MARCH 
3 Mr. Arthur Slater 
Assistant Director, 
Black Urban Studies 
Xavier University 
4 Fr. Patrick Ratterman 
Vice-Pres., Student Affairs 
Xavier University 
"The Possibility of a Moral War" 
"Psychological Aspects of War" 
"Shakespeare and Modern Drama" 
"War and Its Implications" 
"Calculuu, Communism, Capitalism, 
and Catholicism" 
R. J. Collins 
U.L. Wins Top 
Rifle Honors 
The Xavier University ROTC Rifle 
and Pistol Team engaged in rifle com-
petition with the University of Louis-
ville on January 17. The match took 
place in Xavier University's Armory 
Rifle Range and the University of 
Louisville was declared the winner. 
They had defeated Xavier in both divi-
sions of shooting, the ROTC division 
"Management-Labor Relations in and the Varsity division. 
Present Developments-a Cancer or 
an Antidote" Competing for Xavier University 
were John Berty, Royce Haas, 1William 
Bergsma, Gilbert Tumey, Larry 
Chapp, and Thomas Kerkoff. Kerkoff 
had the high score for Xavier. 
"The FedeJal Reserve System" 
"Human Potential" 
"Black Urban Studies" 
"The Role of the Christian 
University" 
Since there is another division in 
shooting, a woman's division, it is 
hoped that, with .the advent of coeds 
on Xavier's campus, enough will take 
up the challenge of rifle markmanship 
and come over to the Armory and form 
a women's team . 
TEACH IN GHANA OR NIGERIA? 
Yes: - If you 
1. Have a Bachelor's Degree; preferably a Masters 
Degree. 
2. Have at least 30 semester hours credit in one of 
these: 
a. · physics, b. chemistry, c. biology, d. mathe-
matics, e. industrial arts, f. French, g. geography, 
h. home economics, or i. business education. 
Coca-Cola adds extra fun to dating-single or double. That's because Coke has 
the taste you never get tired of ... always refreshing. That's why things go better 
with Coke .. . after Coke ... after Coke. • 
3. Desire to teach at the secondary school level. 
4. Are in good health; single, or married (without 
children). Both spouses much teach. 
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: 
'I'he Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati WRITE: TEACHERS FOR WEST AFRICA PROGRAM 
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE 
ELIZABETHTOWN, PA. 17022 
" 
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Writes Alumni Letter 
Paul Brown Boosts X 
Enquirer {Dick Swaim) Photo 
--Says Fr. O'Connor, left, to Dick Selcer, middle. The other man is Athletic 
Board chairman Thomas P. O'Brien. 
Another Well-Kept Secret 
Cincinnati Bengal coach general-
manager Paul Brown has been circu-
lating a letter to Xavier Alumni urging 
them to support Xavier athletics by 
joining the Musketeer Club. 
Brown ,is this year's Musketeer 
Club membership chairman. The Mus-
keteer Club is the official athletic 
booster group at the university. 
"My intere$t is strictly to help 
college football," says Brown. "That's 
the way it was presented to me. If just 
lending my name will, I'm more than 
glad to do that. I don't want anything to 
happen to local college football, either 
there or at UC." 
Last year's chairman was Danny 
Abramowicz, the National Football 
League's pass receiving champion. 
Dated January 19, Brown's letter 
to the Xavier Alumni said: 
"As an undergraduate at Miami 
(0.) University, I can recall the Xavier 
football and basketball teams always 
giving a fine account of themselves. 
Since those days, I have had more than 
a passing interest in the Musketeers. 
"Now, as a memf!er of the Cin-
cinnati community, I have a daily op-
portunity to follow the fortunes of 
the Xavier teams, and I might add that 
they are highly competitive and have 
earned a loyal and dedicated following. 
"A group that has been especially 
dedicated to the Xavier athletic pro-
gram is the Musketeer Club, which 
·now is conducting its annual campaign 
for new members. 
"I would like to take this opportunity 
to urge you to join the Musketeer Club 
and support the intercollegiate athletic 
program at your university. You will 
find membership in the Musketeer 
Club rewarding, and the small dues 
payment will aid many young men to 
earn a college education that is so im-
portant today." Dick Selcer Hired 
of course, referring to the all too numerous leaks in con-
fidential matters concerning XU athletics over the years. 
Selcer Biography 
By JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor 
Richard J. Se leer signed a four-year contract to coach 
football at Xavier. 
The 32-year old former Xavier, Cincinnati and Brown 
University assistant was named head coach by The Very 
Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, university president, at a 
press conference J¥1uary 26. 
The Athletic Board made the recommendation to Fr. 
O'Connor after a five-hour meeting January 25. The 
Board narrowed the sixty applicants down to two. 
Besides Selcer, an assistant coach at a Big Ten school 
was in the running for the job the News learned. 
But at a Board meeting Wednesday (January 21) the 
other coach and the Board got involved in a salary hassle. 
Selcer's hiring was reported by pon editor Jim 
Scbottelkotte in Monday morning's Enquirer. Selcer bad 
found it virtually impossible to remain incognito because 
of the vast amount of friends be has in the area. Some 300 
people knew he was in town. 
Besides, Athletic Director Jim McCafferty and Sports 
Information Director Jack Cherry did not accompany 
Xavier's basketball team on its Milwaukee-DeKalb trip, 
thus leaving room for speculation that the hiring was 
iminent. 
Selcer's appointment, as well as Irv Etler's, occurred 
while the students were on semester break. 
"Well it's another well-kept secret," said Tbe En-
quirer's Bill Ford, prior to the press conference. He was, 
Despite the seeming instability of Xavier athletics 
lately, Selcer said that there was never any hesitation 
about applying for the job after he discussed certain aspects 
of the situation with people he knew in the area. 
Also Selcer was not discouraged by recent student 
concern over the athletic situation. "Quite the contrary. 
This shows that they are concerned," said Selcer. "I am 
looking forward to meeting and talking with the students 
and alumni." 
Selcer indicated that he would keep one of Etler's 
assistants, probably Jim Louder. He will have four full-
time and one part-time assistants, and one student assis-
tant. 
About Selcer's appointment, Fr. O'Connor said: "We 
are indeed pleased that Dick is returning to the Xavier 
family. He has proved he · intense in e in 
young men who will be under his charge, no t o nly as ath letes 
but as students as well. We feel confident that we have 
placed our football program in excellent bands." 
McCafferty said this: "Dick has always impressed me 
with his keen knowledge of football, his ability to recruit 
the student-athlete we seek, and his organization ideas." 
Selcer will evaluate the situation and find out where 
the problems Ii~. "I have been away from Xavier .for five 
years, so I'm not sure exactly where the problems are. 
But I'm sure we need 'shoring up' in our quarterback and 
running back positions." 
Selcer's four-year contract indicates that any repeat 
of an Etier-type debacle is somewhat diminished. 
Burke To Appear Before The Board 
Dick Selcer is a native of Cincinnati 
and was born on August 22, 1937. He is 
the son of Clifford and Agnes Se leer 
of 3424 GlenMore Avenue in Cheviot. 
Married to the former Merry! 
Jaspers of Cincinnati and the father of 
four children, Mike 9, Steve 8, Pat-
rick 6 and Connie 3, Selcer graduated 
from Elder High School in 1955, where 
he was co-captain of the Panther foot-
ball, basketball and baseball teams~ 
and won all-city honors in all three 
sports, and all-Ohio honors in football 
and baseball. 
Selcer. llS a quarterback, led Elder 
to· Mlhrhn."-'..,.'ed a n · a n 
in the school's history in 1954 and the 
following summer was co-captain of 
the South Team in the annual Ohio All-
Star Football Game as well as tri-
captain of the West Team in the annual 
Ohio All-Star baseball game. 
Selcer then enrolled at Notre Dame 
University where he earned letters in 
both football, basketball and baseball 
and was co-captain of the 1959 Irish 
nine. He won NCAA District Four hon-
ors and was named to the 1959 College 
All-American Baseball team. 
From 1960-62 Selcer was associ-
ated with the Accounting Division of 
the General Motors Corporation in 
Cincinnati before joining the Xavier 
football staff as an assistant coach 
where he was offensive and defensive 
backfield coach in 1962; defensive end 
and backfield coach in 1963 and 1964. Tim Burke, Student Council President, will appear before Xavier's 
Athletic Board within the next two weeks to explain recent Council action 
concerning the proposed evaluation of the athletic department. 
Also a topic for discussion between Burke and the Board will be whether 
or no•. to appoint a student representative to the Athletic Board. Two months 
ago Council proposed that a student be added to the Athletic Board. 
SUNDAY NIGHT DANCES 
ST. BERNAKD EAGLES HALL 
Burke sent a letter about this to Tbe Very Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, 
university president, and Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman, former Vice-President 
of Student Affairs, Both like the idea and consider Burke's appearance before 
the Board a good action. 
Payne(ful) Loss 
John Glenn Payne, Xavier 
News photographer for the past 
semester, returned to Carson-
Newman College in Jefferson 
City, Tennessee to complete his 
"senior year in residence" 
requirement. 
"I came to XU in the fall to 
study communication arts," said 
Payne before departure, "hop-
ing to go into broadcasting field 
after graduation." 
Payne is majoring in Man-
agement , with minors in ac-
counting and economics. 





.. . 14-K, the mo~t 
enjoyable tacle 
in beer todayl 
'4815 Tower Ave, 
8:30 to 12:30 A. M. 
Featuring Popular Bands and Entertainment 
John took most of the sports 
pictures, and he will be sorely 
missed. 
© 1969 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO 
(Don Roberg, former XU basketball 
coach, recommended Selcer to Ed 
Biles, then football coach, while Sel-
cer was coaching Cincinnati Mohawks-
Indians semi-pro team. 
Selcer then joined the University 
of Cincir,nati coaching staff as defens-
iYe end and backfield coach and de-
fensive coordinator in 1965. 
He ras 1J>p,:ared as the guest lec-
turer at the Motor City Football Clinic 
in Detroit, Michigan; the Rhode Island 
Interscholastic Footba ll Coaches As-
sociation Clinic; and the University 
of Cincinnati Spring Football Coaches 
·c. 
XU RECORD 
Xavier is 3-13 to date with a game 
against Dayton at their new arena 
tonight. 
RESULTS: 
THOMAS MORE 85, XU 64 
SL JOSEPH (PA,) 82, XU 74 
SL BONAVENTURE 82 XU 69 
HANOVER 72, XU 71 
OLD DOMINION 89, XU 73 
XU 75, NYU 68 
OKlAHOMA 101, XU 89 
NIAGARA 91, XU 83 
DAYTON 94, XU 76 
DEPAUL 73, XU 71 
AIR FORCE 81 , XU 80 
XA\1.:R 80, TCU 76 
DETROIT 78, XU 73 
MARQUETTE 82, XU 73 
NO. ILLINOIS 88, XU 80 
XU 70, DETROIT67 
Games Upcomln1: 
l-+70 DAYTON (A) 
l-+70 BELIARMINE (If) 
l-+70 CANISIUS (H) 
2-9-70 VfLIANOV,t {It) 
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XU Beats Detroit, 70-67 
Tight Defense Wins Third Game 
By JOHN PRICE 
After successively avenging an 
early season loss to Detroit, the Xa-
vier Musketeers will take a 3- 13 
record into tonight's contest with the 
Dayton Flyers a t Dayton. 
The Muskies blew two halftime . 
All-Decade 
Team 
Xavier, celebrating its 50th year 
of basketball this winter, has an-
nounced the selection of 20 players who 
played for the Musketeers from 1914-
30 as the first all-decade all-stars and 
11 players who played for the Muske-
teers from 1930-40 as the second all-
decade all stars at the University. 
The players were selected by a uni-
versity committee. These two groups 
along with two more groups to be an-
nounced later will be honored and in-
ducted into a Basketball Hall of Fame 
during halftime ceremonies of the fi nal 
home game of the season on March 4 
when Xavier plays Miami (0.) 
Selected to the team covering the 
ftrst, fifteen seasons of basketba ll at 
at the University were: 
Joseph Cloud (191 4-15), Joseph 
Klein (1 9 15-16), Joseph Kattus ( 191 7-
18), J. Ben Grause (1918-19), John 
Noppen berger (19 19-20), William I. 
Hart (1920-21), William Bechtold 
(1921-22), James Cushing and Herb 
Davis (1922-23), Richard Weiskittel 
(1923-24), George Reynolds and J ack 
Wiener (1924-25), Dick Bray and Joe 
K-elly (1925-26), Andy McGrath a nd Ed 
Burns (1926-27), Chip Cain and Bob 
King (1927-28) J im Stout (1928-29) 
and Bob Sack (1929-30). 
The Xavier teams in that era com-
piled a record of 42-24, and it was 
during this era that Schmidt Memorial 
Fieldhouse was constructed, making 
the facility the largest basketball arena 
in the state at the time, and it reamined 
the largest arena in the city until the 
building of the Cincinnati Gardens fol-
lowing Wodd War II. 
Named to the second all-decade 
team were: 
John Tracy (1930-31), John "Socko" 
Wiethe (1931 -32), Kenny Jordan (1932-
33), Ha l Pennington (1 933-34), Leo Sace 
Sack (1934-35), Russ Sweeney (1935-
36), Joe Kruse (1936-37), Pat Donovan 
and Roy Neary (1937-38), Don Carroll 
(1938-39) and Al Gesselbracht (1939-
40). 
· Xavier teams in those years com-
piled a won-lost record of 93-59 and 
it was in this era that saw the Muske-
teers expand the schedule into one 
with a national flavor with Xavier fac-
ing such teams annually as Kentucky, 
CCNY, Michigan State, Vanderbilt, 
Tennessee, Purdue, . Bradley, Notre 
Dame, DePaul, Loyola of Chicago, as 
well as rivals throughout tlte Buckeye 
state. 
leads in bowing to Marquette a nct 
Northern Illinois on the road. 
A SO-foot push shot by Doug Alt 
at the buzzer gave the Muskies a five 
point advantage at . the half against 
Marquette, but the taller Warriors 
dominated second half play to escape 
with an 82-73 victory. 
"We had 60% shooting and half-
decent control of the boards in the first 
half," said Coach George Krajack, 
"but they were physically too big for 
us. 
"Their best offense was tapping the 
ball off the glass. They just kµled us 
off the boards." 
The Muskies were able to contain 
the Warriors' outstanding guard Dean 
Meminger, but Krajack later admitted 
of the weakness in his defensive 
story was once again a second half flop. 
"The game was almost identical to 
the one at Marquette," said Krajack. 
"We had a poor shooting second half 
and we appeared to tire," he added. 
"We have to hit the perimeter shot 
against the zone, and we just weren't 
making them. Of course this huts when 
you're weak inside like us ." 
Against Detroit the Muskies didn't 
have a good shooting night, but they put 
together a tight defense and strong 
board work _to down the Titans. 
"We played a solid defensive ball 
game and we controlled the boards," 
said Krajack. "Jerry Helmers did a 
fantastic job against some tall boys. 
You don't win many games with 39% 
shooting." 
The frosh bowed to Morehead St 
strategy. 95 06 ., 
-o , at Morehead, Ky. , but Krajack 
"We trapped -Meminger out of a is anxiously awaiting to fill some var-
zone to contain him (10 points)," said sity holes with freshmen talent. 
Krajack, " but our emphasis on their Wh k d · en as e if the frost would pro-
guard& ·weakened us up front .,; vide that inside strength so glaringly 
At DeKalb, Illinois, the Muskies . absent this year, Krajack unhesita-
dropped an 88-80 decision, and the ting replied: "You're doggone right." 
Helmers is bottled up by Detroit player. 
Former XU All-American 
Bob Quick 
_Traded 
Quick Will Be A Cog 
.In Pistort Lineup? 
By CHUCK QUINN 
On Sunday January 25th, the Balti-
more Bullets lost to the Cincinnati 
Royals 129-128. Fonner Xavier great 
Bob Quick helped to make the game as 
close as it was. The Royals held a 12 
point lead late in the first period when 
Quick entered the game. Bob hit three 
of five shots from the field and five 
of five from the charity line as his 11 
points narrowed the gap to two points 
at the half 61-59. 
Quick did not play again till the 
fourth period and then for only a few 
minutes. Askedy why Baltimor" Coach 
Gene Shue waited so long to put him 
back into the game, Quick h~d this to 
say, "I don't know why. It was just too 
late. I got cold and couldn't get loosened 
up that late in the game. He (Shue) bad 
been doing this with the team all year 
long." 
he ets r ted uiek number 
two in 1968 after a brilliant career at 
XU . Quiel<: was a three-time winner of 
Xavier's MVP award . He led the Mus-
kies in scoring for three years with 
20.0, 19.2 and 23.7 averages during his 
tenure with the varsity. Bob was also 
the ieam's leading rebot,mder his 
sophomore and senior years. He was 
also second in all-time scoring for the 
Musketeers with 1,636 points. 
Last season Quick saw limited 
action with the Bullets playing in 29 of 
the team's 82 contests. He averaged 
3.1 points in those games. 
He has seen even less action so far 
this season as he was sent to Sudbury 
of the Eastern League. While playing 
for Sudbury Quick returned to his old 
form as he scored nearly 29 points a 
game for the six weeks that he was 
there. The Bullets recalled Bob early 
in January. 
At the time Quick could not figure 
out why he was farmed out. "They told 
me they were sending me to the Eastern 
League for more seasoning and to get 
in shape. When I got back they didn't 
play me as much as before I left. I just. 
didn't see the purpose in it." 
If Bob could have fo; eseen into the 
future he could have seen that purpose. 
Last Sunday Quick was traded to the 
Detroit Pistons for seven-year vet 
Eddie Miles. 
If Quick can get the confidence that 
he had during his stellar year in col-
l•!ge, he may well be the shot in the arm 
that the Pistons need. 
While Bob was playing his best 
game of the season a gainst the Royals, 
it reminded many of the Muskies in 
attendance of the last time tha t he 
played brilliantly in the Gardens. 
That occurred in Bob's last game 
for Xavier. His 35 points led the Muske-
teers to a 72-71 defeat of UC. It was the 
first time in 10 years that XU was able 
to beat the Bearcats. In that game Quick 
hit on 15 of 15 free throws as he drew 
numerous fouls with Xavier's cobra 
offense. At the time, C incinnati was 
ranked 14th na~iona lly. 
Fiv_1,_da s before the UC u~et Quick 
engmc,&!led another viffl:lry owr 9111 
ranked Marquette 88-83 by scoring 
40 points. 
Although the 11 points against the 
Royals was not his best as a pro it was 
his most rewarding. Quick fmally got to 
play in front of his hometown fans. "It's 
been disappointing not playing here at 
the GardelL'i. We've played her six 
times in the past two years and till 
today I only played once for a minute 
and a half. It really felt good to get out 
there and play in front of some of the 
people who have backed me all along." 
Asked about playing against former 
XU teammate Luther Rackley, Quick 
said this, "We've always been and still 
are good friends, btit we have to play 
hard against each other on the court." 
The trade to Detroit should help 
Bob recapture the poise and confidence 
which he displayed here at Xavier. His 
2.1 ppg this year will certainly rise 
when he gets a chance to play mor.! 
for the Pistons. 
ON CAMPUS 
FEB.12 
Shin·-ners Had Miserable Year DIAMOND NATIONAL 
CORPORATION 
All-American John Shinners had a 
miserable first year with the New Or-
leans Saints of the National Football 
League. The former Xavier star guard 
was hurt most of the year, playing on 
the special teams the last two ga mes 
of the season. 
He suffered a knee injury in the Col-
lege All-Star game in August . 
Shinners told Terry Bledsoe of. the 
Milw_aukee Journal about his year. 
"( thought I was going to play earli-
er," he said. "I was ready to go for the 
St. Louis g&J11e - the eighth game of the 
season - but we bad just started to win 
then, and (hey didn't want to make a 
change. 
"I did learn the system well, and I 
got a little experience, but I'll really be 
a rookie all over again. Fears (Tom 
Fears, the Saints coach) says he isn't 
sure where 111 be playing, so I'll have 
to wait and see about that, I guess." 
Shinners got considerable practice 
at tackle, besides his guard position ~ 
"and I was-e¥en playing center in prac-
tice." 
Shinners is spending his winter in 
the Milwaukee area as an executive in 
the suburban publishing firm headed 
by h.is fat her and working out when he 
can. 
"The knee is fiµe," he said. "I 
got hit right on the knee against Wash-
ington, and all my doubts about it went 
away right away right then." 
"But I have to work wi th my leg, 
because those muscles will go all to pot. 
I played basketball last M onday night, 
and found out how much work I still have 
to do there. I'll just have to stick with 
it, to get it ready fo r tra in ing camp." 
John Shinners 
---Disappointed 
a subsidiary of 
Diamond Intern ation al Corp. 
Plan a career in sales or 
production management 
with one of the nation's 
leading produ.cers of pack-
aging products . .. fold ing 
cartons, paperboard, labels, 
advertising materials and 
commerc ial printi ng 
See your Placement Di-
rector today to arrange a 
convenient appointr, .P.nt 
Diamond Nati onal Corporation 
407 Charles Street 
Middletown , Ohio 45042 
An equa l opportunity emp loyer 
Pas, S11 . ' 
In His Own Write J.)an Kane 
Janes Taylor: Nashville Skyline 
Sitting in my living room, trying dark but the six o'clock kind of dark "Watch out Kyra," "Read on James!" 
to live when in walks James Taylor and this time of year that is both shadowy And I too am feeling fine because I 
starts to pick away at my soul, "Hello and kind. Not the black of night, or the need some claming down now and 
James!" night of no understanding. 
Playing his songs, singing his 
music, head music for the soul, soul 
music for the head, "Soothe that sav-
age beast James!" 
Telling me there's "Something In 
The Way She Moves" and there is 
something in the way my she moves, 
again. 
Asking me to listen and know and 
remember and believe and keep and 
continue. "Thank you James!" 
Speaking of sunrises and sets, and 
night and day, and the "soft parade" 
between. 
MSU O-ffers Summer Courses 
Wondering what it's all about, know-
ing all the answers, and, "ain't it just 
like a friend of mine to hit me from 
l'Chindr Sing your heart out my friend, 
for there is always someone listening, 
always will be-right now it's Dan, later 
on in the evening I know Margaret will 
be spinning your offerings to soothe her 
own personal "savage beast." 
FAST lANSING, Mich. - Michigan include German in Cologne; French 
State University is offering credit in Paris or Lausanne, Switzerland; 
courses in England, Spain, France, Spanish in Barcelona or Madrid, and 
Austria, Norway and Japan during the Italian in Florence. Because an effort 
summer of 1970, the MSU Office of is made to immerse the student in the 
Keeping time with my hand, becom-
ing lost in the word webs. Reminds me 
of the Scotsman watching the spider who 
finally weaves a beautiful web giving the 
inspiration to win a battle. "I think I 
might've heard the highway calling." 
"Weave on James!" 
Watching James "Knocking Around 
the Zoo", "Going to Carolina In His 
Mind" as weli as mine, and "Brighten-
ing Your Night With His Day." 
A potluck of good luck, written in a 
style that seems to come from deep 
inside the black disc, constantly spin-
ning eaves to protect your windows. 
Building a verbal roof over your head 
to keep your inner peace from the rain. 
Overseas Study announced· today. 
It is also ' offering noncredit lan-
guage courses in France, Germany, 
Switzedand, Spain and Italy. 
The credit courses are open to 
sophomores, juniors, seniors and 
gnduate students. They offer American 
students an opportunity to continue their 
university education, while investigat-
ing the culture and getting to know the 
people of one or more countries. 
Sophomores may study social 
science or the history of western man in 
London; j1..niors, political science in 
London, and seniors, comparative 
criminal justice in London. Third year 
language students may continue Ger-
man in Vienna, French in Paris or 
Spanish in Barcelona. Graduate 
students may pursue comparative edu-
cation in Tokyo or comparative social 
work in Oslo. 
Trying to communicate a 'message, All are taught by Msu· faculty, expe-
a mai,sage for your soul; a soul for rienced in the country involved. The 
those who haven't and a conclusion or students are housed on a university 
two for those who do. campus with an American resident 
"Sending a good dream your way," adviser. 




It's easy to tell a Paulist. Just 
talk with him. 
The first thing you notice is 
that he·s cb111emporary. He 
lives today, but plans tomorrow 
with the expcrien,c and knowl-
edge of yesterday. That"s a 
Paulist characteristic: the abil-
ity to move with the times and 
to meet the challenges of each 
era. 
A Paulist i, also the mediator 
of his age: he tries to bring to-
gether the extremes in totlay"s 
world and the Church. the lib-
erab and the moderates, the 
eterna l and the temporal. 
culture, as well as to increase his flu-
ency in the language, he is taught by a 
native instructor and, except in Paris 
housed with a native family. 
Cost for the summer program varies 
from $800 to $1,000 for transportation, 
room, board and tuition during the 
school term. Each student has three-
day weekends and a IO-day period at 
the conclusion of the term for independ-
ent travel. 
Additional information may be ob-
tained by contacting the MSU Office o( 
Overseas Study, 108 Center for Inter-
national Programs, MSU, East Lans-
ing, telephone-517 / 353-892 I. 
Flicks 
Dustin Hoffman's "The Graduate"; 
Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 7:00 p.m.; Thurs-
day, Feb. 5 at 7:00 p.m.; Friday, Feb. 6 
at 7:00 p.m. 
The .Best of W. C. Fields, Crazy 
World of Laurel and Hardy, Fractured 
Flickers; Thursday, Feb. 19 at 7:00 
p.m. ; Friday, Feb. 20 at 7:00 p.m.; 
Saturday. Feb. 21 at 7-llO p.m. 
IAN FLEMING'S 
"ON HER MAJESTY'S 
SECRET SERVICE" 
PANAVISION ' · TECHNICOLOR" 
Downtown-621-0202 
NOW SHOWING at BOTH 
CINEMA •I _.. CINEMA •I 
"A SAD- FUNNY -TRAGIC 
-·BEAUTIFUL PICTURE"I 
- Time Magazine 
ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS 
FROM THE M OVIE THAT'S 







AT THE F A BULOUS N EW 
N.AY■OV EXIECUTIV£ 8LOG. Op~S,i·· SHUaEltT nc,u•• 





Rally Muskies and 
Get the. Spir it 
TG IF 
Every Friday afternoon 
3 p.m . - 6 p.m . 
Discount Price 
NO ADMISSION 
ON FRI . & SAT. 
BEFORE 8 P.M . 
DANCING 1/L 2 :30 A .M . 
Next, he is very much an indi-
l"idual. It sets him apart imme-
diately. He has his own partic-
ular talents and abilities - and 
he is given freedom to me them. 
RADIAL PLY headquarters 
If you are interested in fintling 
out more about the Paulist dif-
ference in the prie thood, ask 
for our brochure and a copy o[ 







415 West 59th Street 
New York. N.Y. 10019 
Tires for Imported Cars & 
American Cars 
" We Are Never Under$old" 
• EASY TERMS• NO DOWN PAYMENT 
Bob Sumerel TIRE co. 1Nc. 
OPEN MON. WED. & FRI. EVENI NG 
WINTON AT NORTH BEND RDS. 542-7850 
10% DISCOUNT TO XAVIER FACULTY AND STUDENTS WITH 1.0. CARD 
' ----- -- ·-· 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI. OHIO. WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 4, 1970 
-Prevailing Wind 
Solution to Pollution? 
·1MMED1ATE- OPENINGS - MEN STUDENTS 
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 .WEEKS 
PART-TIME WORK 
Mark Meany 
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS 
My upbringing in a large industrial between man and r.ature proposed by 
city has thoroughly acquainted me with Descartes. Prior to his influence man 
the disgusting environmental pollution viewtd himself as vitally involved in 
. upon which national attention is finally the organic system of nature. So strong 
being focused. Indeed things are get- was this rapport with the material 
tingoutofhandwhenonecanwalkonthe world of living things that mind and 
water just as easily as Christ and matter were seen to coexist in a coop-
every breath of morning air contains erative unity. Descartes advocated a 
twice the iron in a pound of ca.Jrs liver. basic disjunction of the material and 
After centuries of abusing nature, man mental with his scientifically-inspired 
finds himself acting of pure necessity skepticism of nature. - Man, he said, 
in effort to restore its delicate equi- was essentially a mind who must alien-
librium. ate himself from nature to achieve a 
One might trace the origin of this better understanding of it. It had be-
problem to the philosophical schism come a "world out there" rather than 
the organism in which he functioned . 
Nature became a synonym for a com-
mon, public collection of items which 
an individual does not own exclusively 
and consequently toward which he may 
act irresponsibly since in so doing he 
violates the rights of no particular in-
dividual but rather diffuses his wrong-
doing over an unfamiliar, faceless 
aggregate of "others." Man's sense 
of responsibility for the preservation 
of his environment rapidly deadened. 
The industrial revolution provided 
man with an unprecedented capacity 
to exhaust the earth's material wealth. 
Competition among nations, spurred 
by the growth of the new imperialism 
and capitalism, further intensified 
such largescale exploitation. Clearly 
relationships that are not easily sev- the image of nature we have inherited 
COMPANIES INTERVIEWING ON ered and can never be forgotten." explains the current crisis. 
CAMPUS- FEBRUARY 12-18 
FEBRUARY12-THRUSDAY 
Ohio River Co. 






Cooper Tire ? Rubber Co. 
Armco Steel 
First National Bank 
"I am particularly proud to have Barry Commoner, acknowledged 
been associated with the educational protagonist in the struggle against 
program as it has developed at Xavier pollution, has estimated our "period 
University through the Sixties. Edu-of grace" (after which all hope is lost) 
cation on the Xavier campus continues at roughly thirty years. Our activity 
to adapt to the changing needs of stu- to restore the environment can no 
dents in a society which is undergoing longer be regarded as ascetic since 
tremendous social revolution. Every it is now clearly motivated by our 
effort is being made to preserve what fundamental instinct of survival. Man 
is of value from the past while prepar- must now successfully re-integrate 
ing students to make judgments with himself with nature and revive the 
respect to the future which are based-harmony its order demands. 
on true Christian values. 
·CALL TODAY 241-2944 
• • 
STEAKHOUSE 
***MENU * 7'::r * 
Special Cut Chor-Broiled 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
Chef't Crisp Ga·rden 





7800 Rndlns Rd. 
NORTHERN KY. 
4211 D1111 Hwy. 
CHERRY GROVE 
85&7 Bethmont An, · 
WOODLAWN 
10596 Sprincfield Plkl 
MONFORT HEIGHTS 
Horth Bend r. Chevfot Rds. 
FEBRUARY17-TUESDAY 
Republic Steel Co. 
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. 
Haskins & Sells 
FEBRUARY IS-WEDNESDAY 
Dow Corning 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 
"I feel it important to restate my 
convictions regarding the religious 
goals associated with education on the 
Xavier University campus. Students 
today are interested in an education 
which is value oriented. They want 
to be associated with university per-
sonnel- faculty, administrators, and 
L---------------' fellow students- who honestly and 
(Continued from page I) 
sincerely strive to achieve personal 
ideals and social goals which reflect 
mutual respect and deep human under-
standing. I am convinced that the 
Chriltian orientation which private, 
Church-related education brings to 
campus interaction is of extreme im-
portance to education and ultimately 
to the future of our country." 
Someofficeio'- · 
are more interesting 
than others. 
administrators - with whom I have 
been professionally associated both on 
the Xavier campus and on other cam-
puses in the Cincinnati area. Strong 
emotional ties develop throJgh such 
Send a LoveBundle 
for Valentine's Week 
Why squeeze a lot of Love into just 
one day? ' 
Order a LoveBundle to arrive early. 
It's a V,nique arrangement designed 
to stretch Valentine's Day into a week. 
Because the flowers will last. 
A special Valentine. Only at FTD 
florists. At a special price. 
Usually available at s1z SO* 
less than • . 
-Askforit 
•As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his 
own prices. 
ROBERT DURBAN, '42 
ADRIAN FLOWER SHOP 
CLIFTON A VENUE AT LUDLOW 
Phone: 861-4232 
DURBAN'S GREENHOUSES 
"Flowers For All Occasions" 
533' McALPIN A VENUE 
Phone: 861-7866 
In the old days if a man wanted to be an executive 
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a 
clipper ship. 
Today . .. the clippers are gone ... 
but the supersonics are here. And 
swashbuckling executives still get 
their chance. 
That's maybe a million bucks 
worth of plane . And when 
you fly it the responsibil-
ity's all yours. 
If you'd like to mull 
that over every 
time you bank 
or roll at 1,400+ mph, try for Officer Training 
School after you graduate from college. Also, re-
member the nice idea of yourself, an Air Force pilot, 
captain of all you command, getting to visit foreign 
ports like the clipper captain of yore. 
An Air Force officer's life is a great life! 
Why just be skipper of a desk? 
r------- . -----------7 
I UNITED STATES AIR FORCE · 
Box A, Dept. SCN 72 
I Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148 
I 
I NAME AGE 
I PLEASE PRINT 
I COLI.EGE 
I 
I GRADUATION DATE PHONE 
I I _ADDRESS 
I CITY 
I 
STATE . ZIP 
I UNDERSTAND THERE IS NO OBLIGATION . 
UMITED STATES AIR FORCE ______________ .J 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHlO_~_ WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1970 
FACULTY COLUMN 
Decision Makers: Students Needed 
MICHAELH.MARCHAL MA-
Instructor in Philosophy 
"We do not indulge in apologetic 
language. We are not responsible. Re-
sponsible like serious, is in the lexi-
con of the Administration .... Us freaks 
can't understand what you button-<lown 
respectables is talking about." 
Abbie Hoffman, 
"Violence and the Commuter Protest", 
Liberation News Service 
"Shape without form, shade without 
colour, Paralyzed force, gesture with-
out motion." 
' T. S. Eliot, The Hollow Men 
The Sisties brought turmoil to 
American academia. From coast to 
coast megaversity and Ivy League were 
linked by the appearance of passionate 
and even violent dissent. Picture, for 
instance, a college where the average 
student has not entered right after high 
school: he has either served his hitch 
in the Army first or else worked to earn 
the money for his further education. A 
school where two-thirds of the students 
are employed during the school year. 
But the students of San Francisco State 
turned the place into an armed camp. 
Or imagine, on the other hand, a uni-
versity whose charter came originally 
by royal decree. Whose law degree is 
carte blanche on Wall Street. 'Whose 
professors were adjudged relevant by 
studies made back in the Forties. But 
the students of Columbia attempted a 
revolution under the slogan of "Power 
to the People!" 
But what has happened in Catholic 
colleges? Well, sit-ins at Fordh;m, 
a parietal dispute at Seton Hall, and an 
athletic investigation at Xavier have all 
made the press. With less sensation 
students are appearing on various com-
mittees. But, except for- student parti-
cipation in the Senate of Boston College 
and the discussion surrounding the 
Mass boycott here last year, these all 
do seem trivial when compared to the 
basic ideological and institutional ques-
tions being raised at other schools. 
Why then are these questions not 
being openly and ardently posed? Apathy 
is too pat an answer. Lower and middle 
class kids not tearing up their admis-
sion ticket to the white collar bureau-
cracy is_ partial explanation; but the 
students at San Francisco State still 
rebelled. Economic self-interest is too 
deterministic an explanation anyway. 
To speak of regimentation produced by 
years of cultural and religious indoc-
trination also sounds silly when you are 
talking about the McLuhan Generiition. 
Could it be that Catholic colleges are 
doing ·something right? Maybe. Maybe 
colleges which still claim, at least, to 
be trying to instill wisdom for the love 
of wisdom and not to just hand over, for 
a price, the most efficient techniques 
for manipulating people and things can 
thereby avoid disintegration. Maybe 
striving to know The Good rather than 
just how to acquire goods can keep us 
all sane and believable and relevant. 
Our handling of such issues may be so 
bungling or so dishonest as to be in-
sane and literally incredible; yet we 
are still raising in a rational way the 
questions implicit in moral and re-
ligious contexts. In other words, I don't 
think we have become total hypocrites. 
ments just to be true to ourselves. 
But can we so easily show how otur 
other institutional structures are ful-
filling our res;ionsi bilities? Those of 
us who are faculty and administrators 
are responsible in so many ways for 
the students; but to whom are we re-
sponsible for them? We entertain them; 
but to whom is the athletic board ans-
werable? We feed and house them: but 
did they want to live in six-story siloes? 
Most importantly, though, we claim 
to educate them; but what is truth? In 
the days when truth was Roman Catholi-
cism crystallized in the thought forms 
and cultural patterns of Counter-Refor-
mation Europe, then a clerical oligar-
chy, responsible solely to itself, made 
sense. I am most emphatically not 
saying that clerical oligarchs are not 
good and just men, but that their oligar-
chy might no longer be just and good 
as a structure. If truth is now found 
even religiously in a genuine consen-
sus Jidelium, then our educational 
structures must be responsible to 
many more people. Xavier seems to be 
becoming unique among Jesuit colleges 
in not even considering the addition of 
laymen to its board of trustees. As the 
President's letter on the October Mor-
atorium Day said, in that instance he 
had made his decision after consulting 
with both students and faculty; but it 
was still he and not they who was faced 
with the decision of which course of 
action would be more educational. 
And if my examples above have any 
meaning, it is especially important that 
our structures be responsible in a sig-
nivicant way to the students. Should not 
all departments have student represen-
But if our claim and our striving tatives on their curriculum commit-
are going to continue to be both sincere tees? Indeed, to be true to ourselves as 
and productive, all of us must realisti- we are today, should not students be 
cally face our responsibilities - our represented even on the rank-and-
responsibilities both to and for. As tenure committee? A professor's un-
long as any college is responsible to popularity, for example, may be the 




ALSO 1150 TO 197!5 
WEDDING RING !50 
The center engagement 
diamond is guaranteed 
perfect by Keepsake (or 
replacement assured) . Re-
member, in diamonds, per-
fection means more 
brilliance. 




750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER 
CINCINNATI, 0. 
731-1800 . 
712 MADISON AVE. 
COVINGTON, KY. 
261-7694 
8th & MONMO.UTH 
NEWPORT, KY. 
261-4183 
needs trained professionals, then any wasteland or it may be the penalty for 
college ought to be responsible for stubborn stupidity. The question that 
training them. Perhaps we need busi- I think all of us must ask is: Who is 
ness schools and education depart- to decide? 





FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 
WE ARE HAPPY TO OFFER A BLUE AND 
WHITE PEN WITH THE 1970 FOOTBALL 
SCHEDULE IMPRINTED ABSOLUTELY FREE 
WITH EACH DRY CLEANING OR LAUNDRY 
ORDER. THIS OFFER GOOD AS LONG AS 
OUR SUPPLY LASTS. 
N.ATIONAL DRY 
CLEANERS 
1 HOUR CLEANING 
3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY 
NORWOOD PLAZA 
We Feat11,re a 6-Point Cleaning Service 
• Perma-Power Dry Cleaning • 
• Year-Round Moth Proofing 
• Sizing £or that new look and feel 
• Minor repairs 
• Dust Covers 
• Poc.-kets and Cuffs Electrically Cleaned 
WE INCLUDE ALL THE ABOJ'E SERJ'ICES 
A1' NO EXTRA COST TO YOU 
STORE HOURS: 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. DAILY 
EXCEPT SUNDAY 
Phone 351-1688 J 
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS 
AND FACULTY MEMBERS 
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE 
Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet peo-
ple, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more 
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send ,$1.00 
for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD maga-
zine, complete with details and applications to International 
Society for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New 
York, N. Y., a non-profit student membership organization. 
ROOMS FOR MEN 
REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICE-CROSSTOWN 
BUSLINE - RESTAURANT, SWIMMING POOL, GYMNASIUM, 
HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNGE, BILLIARDS-TV & READING 
ROOM - 10 Minutes to Downtown 
FRIARS CLUB 
65 West McMillan Phone 381-5432 




Here's a colorful collection of 
shirts for casual weekend 
social gatherings. A 
leisurely dinner at the club 
house with the Jones'. 
Fashionable Madison 
Avenue collar can be worn 
• ':I · with or without bar pin. We 
have a wide selection to choose from in deep 
tone solid colors, bold stripes and checks. 
The luxurious Decton Perma-Iron broad-
cloth is a blend of Dacron* polyester and 
cotton ... needs no ironing. 
•DuPont R.T.M. From $8.00 
,i""i,li!::Jl!'!llill~ll~fal"ilf~Nl!~l"'J!IJ---·' FREE PARKING 
·• CHARGE IT! 
OPEN MON. THAU 
FRI. TIL 9 
SATURDAY TIL 6 
Phone 531 -3263 
4746 MONTGOMERY ROAD, NORWOOD 
y' "''"'''· 11 n ,,,,,,,,,,.,,;,mC''''''_,.,,.,-·,1w-- w - .-,-,-,-ww;e -· ;· :' ·"mf ~:,-;\1@( tfl!Y 
